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To provide the training, the atmosphere, the companionship and service
opportunities necessary to
"link Hierarchical intent with human aspiration"

Arcana Workshops
Arcana Workshops is a non-profit tax exempt corporation and your donations are tax deductible.

Meeting Location:
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D Workshops/Classes Held At Arcana Workshops
Fourteen Rules For Group Initiation - Sundays @ 9:00 AM (Please Call)
Fourteen Rules For Group Initiation - Tuesday Mornings @ 10:30 AM (Please Call)
The Nature of The Soul – Tuesday Evenings @ 7:00 PM (Please Call)

D Up Coming Events
The Three Linked Meditation Festivals of Spring
First Taurus, Saturday April 19, 2008 @ 7:45 PM
Second Taurus, Sunday May 18, 2008 @ 7:45 PM
Gemini, Tuesday June 17, 2008 @ 7:45 PM
At Arcana Workshops, 3916 Sepulveda Blvd. Suite 107
Culver City, CA phone 310 545-0910, 310 749-3585

Group Meditation
New Moon Cycle Seed Thought
April 5, 2008 through May 4, 2008
The unity of aim, the desire to serve, the recognition of the present focused
intention of the Hierarchy (under the guidance of the Christ), become an
invocative, magnetic
state
this evokes from the Christ
Note: Write
to of
the group
Editors atconsciousness;
webdisciple@meditationtraining.org
and His informed Masters an identification of Their united thought with the
group aspiration. Externalization of the Hierarchy P. 680
May 5, 2008 through June 3, 2008
The will-to-good of the world knowers is the magnetic seed of the future….The
will-to-good is the Father aspect, whilst goodwill is the Mother aspect, and from
the relation of these two the new civilization, based on sound spiritual (but
utterly different) lines, can be founded. The Rays And The Initiations P. 109-110
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Economy Consciousness

“Economy is the organization of the energy, force, and substance of any organized life into that activity which
will manifest its purpose and plan. This applies equally to the individual and to the group.” The Disciple and
Economy P. 64

A

Today, the methods of ownership—which is
what the delusive sequestering and locking
away of various forms of material economy
is called—has become very sophisticated
and highly secretive. It is next to impossible
to find out who “owns” this or that. The
electronic trading and manipulation of a
multitude of documents—some of which
are “money” and others of which are deeds
and bills, stocks and bonds, and contracts
as well as innumerable other highly
sophisticated documents, including the
present epitome of sophistry, derivatives,
which are so complex that hardly anyone
understands what they are or how they
actually work—has moved into a space in
the ethers akin to Ancient Mysticism in
which only the High Priests knew what was
actually going, or more likely, not going, on.

s is the case with most of our
concepts, the concept of economy
has been reduced in its meaning and
significance
by
the
form
focused
materialistic
paradigm
of
self
consciousness from a holistic multidimensional view of reality to a very narrow
band of its actual essence. It has been
reduced to a material dimension only. In
this materialistic, self conscious paradigm,
economy has to do with the acquisition and
use of dense physical tangibles such as
real
estate,
minerals,
manufactured
products, production capacity and so forth
and something we call money or coin.
Initially, coin was an actual hunk of some
metal or other. As things developed,
however, coin which was very cumbersome
gradually became a piece of paper which
today we call money. Other kinds of
documents were invented to represent a
quantity of one or more of these dense
physical items like corn or cloth or timber or
land or whatever.

This situation is simply a logical extension
of the separative materialistic paradigm
which has evolved this concept of
economy. It is a modern, motivationally the
same but with technologically updated
methodology, manifestation of the ancient,
mostly corrupt and evil Priesthood,
complete with labyrinthine “Dark Towers”
full of uncountable rooms and untraceable
accounts which make it ever so much
easier for those who operate in the dark to
manipulate for their own self centered ends
the uninformed others.

The Self Conscious Paradigm
In the separative self conscious paradigm,
where one is actually identified with one’s
form or body or property, one’s value,
indeed one’s worth, one’s very identity as a
being or person, is based on how much of
this kind of economy one has secured and
locked away in one’s personal separative
account. The King of a country owned the
whole country by divine right of being King.
Thus we had individual personalities like
Henry VIII and Louie XIV, which was only
yesterday in the span of history, referring to
themselves as England and France.

The Multidimensional View
Economy is a very different concept when
viewed from the point of view of the new
consciousness.
From
this
holistic,
multidimensional, group conscious point of
view, we realize that we are not separated
from the whole. We are not separate,
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do. We have all heard the refrain, “The one
who has the most toys at the end of the
day, wins.”

independent individuals at constant war
with every other separate individual for our
self value and identity. We are in fact
simultaneously both the whole and
consciously interdependent individuals
acting within the principles and laws which
govern the Whole. From this point of view,
a number of things become apparent and,
several big illusions evaporate.

Ownership, the belief or assumption that
one can exclusively possess or claim
separate and exclusive rights to quantities
of material substance of whatever kind, is a
psychotic effect of the notion of the
separated self. It is the height of irony that
in this separative self consciousness
paradigm, “normalcy” is actually a
psychotic state.

The first illusion to evaporate is the notion
we call the ownership of property. A self
conscious individual identifies with the
dense forms energy takes. One actually
assumes, quite without thinking about it,
that one is one’s belongings starting with
one’s physical body and extending to one’s
external
surroundings,
house,
car,
whatever. We have all seen a child clutch a
doll or truck to his or her chest and say,
with power, “MINE.”

The New consciousness
In the paradigm of the unfolding new
consciousness, it is understood that the
material world, including the planet and
everything on it is only a very temporary, in
the scope of time, manifestation or
densification of energy and force into
substance. Energy, force and substance
are in constant motion, and the substance
part
of
this
triangle,
the
dense
manifestation of the planet and everything
on it, is constantly undergoing change in
appearance.

The group conscious parent will try to call
out the child’s innate sense of sharing.
However, unless the parent is constantly
vigilant and takes continuous measures to
protect and nourish the child’s inner
knowledge, the emotional and mental
impacts of a child’s surroundings including
other adults and children who are, by a
very large percentage, unconsciously self
conscious and the virtually continuous
stream of self conscious media generated
data will easily overwhelm the resources of
most parents.

Our scientists through the traditional
science of analysis have demonstrated the
facts of constant motion and change, down
to the micro level of a quark, to exhaustion.
On the dense macro level, the planetary
changes that are being brought about by
“global warming” are examples of this
constant motion and change. These
changes are big enough for even the most
self conscious of us to see.

The child will grow up to be a “normal” adult
who is identified with his or her body and
belongings and consequently separated
from the awareness of the truth of his or
her interrelated reality. Furthermore, the
now adult human will be thoroughly
programmed to assume that ownership of
property is as natural as sunlight, and that
getting and spending and amassing
property is the normal thing for a human to

The Science of Synthesis
The
group
conscious
individual
understands through the science of
synthesis
the reality
of
additional
dimensions of Life and the fact of the
constant motion of energy, force and
substance. He or she also understands that
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one does not “own” one’s body and things.
We understand that because one is an
integral and conscious non-separate part of
the endless motion of Life, one does not
own anything. One is rather responsible
for nurturing and sharing for the sake of the
Common Good the temporary vehicles
which one inhabits and whatever objects or
possessions may come into one’s
temporary keeping.

The
fact
of
the
interrelated
multidimensional reality of all Life begins to
become
apparent
from
the
new
consciousness point of view. This new
consciousness reveals the unity of Life, and
not just the unity of the dense physical
plane which the modern science of analysis
has documented over and over again, but
the interrelated unity of the higher
dimensions of reality which the science of
synthesis reveals.

This inborn and, once experienced and
registered, incontrovertible sense of
relationship of belonging to the whole which
is characteristic of the group conscious
individual, is basically the reunion of the
Mother, the Feminine Principle—an intrinsic
quality of Matter, or Mother, in which there
is absolutely no notion of separation—with
the Will of the Father. It is the re-union of
the Father and Mother through Conscious
awareness. As the ancient saying goes,
“When thine “I” be single thy whole body
will be full of Light.”

Multidimensional Spheres
We are always looking for evidence of
evolution, for the endings and beginning of
cycles. And as might be expected, there
are always innumerable indicators or
harbingers of the Great Unfolding Truth.
For example, the ongoing phenomena of
the expansion of consciousness, from self
to group, about which I have been talking,
is an indicator of the beginnings of a
potential new cycle. It signals the reemergence, the return into human
awareness from higher dimensions of the
Life of the Spiritual Kingdom, the
externalizing Hierarchy, the Reappearing
Christ, and the Coming One.

“Let us not forget that for each important
achievement the Feminine Principle is
essential as a foundation and essence.”
Heart #68 The self conscious paradigm, by
creating the illusion of separation in the
three worlds negates the Feminine
Principle. The group conscious person
reunites his or her humanity with this
essential aspect of human life.

In this kind of observation, the science of
synthesis is most valuable. For example,
realizing that endings and beginnings are
not linear events but always happen within
one another’s multidimensional spherical
field of occurrence allows one to see signs
of change that are otherwise not apparent.
And, looking from this point of view, today
the harbingers of change, indicators of both
coming and passing cycles, are numerous.

Another major aspect of the Big Lie or the
Great Illusion which is key to the self
conscious view of economy, is the
distortion of abundance into lack. It is this
sense of “not enough” which has been
dinned into human ears for eons that fuels
the separative illusion of ownership and
drives the forces of competition and greed.
It is this illusion upon which the temple of
materialism is built. The reality, of course is
that there is nothing but energy.

Paralleling these obvious, to many,
indicators visible on the dense physical
plane are changes on the higher non-dense
physical planes of human life. For example,
assumptions and notions based on the self
conscious paradigm regarding the nature of
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the “real” are undergoing massive shifts.
Ancient thoughtforms—such as the valuing
of a person according to the level of wealth
he or she has amassed—which have
controlled and blinded humanity for eons
are being destroyed.

relationships with the lower kingdoms
including the mineral.

The science of synthesis is revealing this
unity. It will soon be understood that it is
humanity’s ignorance of its relationship with
the Mineral Kingdom that has engendered
the phenomena we call global warming. It
will be our understanding of this interrelated
reality and our normal role as stewards that
will bring about the healing of our

I think it would be helpful, therefore, to draw
attention to one or two additional signs,
signs of what I think, what I hope with all
the audacity and will power that I can
muster are the ending of a very long cycle
known as the Kali Yuga. I have mentioned
already, global warming, and have laid the
responsibility for this phenomena at the feet
of human ignorance and, to be honest,

Change which is, as you know, constant,
only seems to happen in a flash. It is our
myopic vision that makes it seem so. Life
unfolds. It is, as I have said, unstoppable.
Time is always on the side of unfolding
The ancient saying, “Truth will out.” is a not
Truth. Like a powerful river cutting its way
a quaint old saying, it is a fact of the
through the planes, Truth will continue until
science of synthesis.
it manifests its intrinsic beauty and perfect
harmony in dense form.
Truth is. It is Life and
The ancient saying, “Truth Thus we have, for
Power.
It
is
an
will out.” is a not a quaint example, the Grand
omniscient,
old saying, it is a fact of the Canyon.
omnipresent
unstoppable presence science of synthesis.
And
so,
we
have
in every dimension of
harbingers, harbingers both of the ending
Life. As Truth Outs, consciousness is
and of the beginning of changing cycles. It
expanding from the prison house of the
is difficult for humans, particularly self
separative self into the freedom of unity
conscious
humans,
to
see
these
and
brotherhood.
As
the
ancient
messengers or recognize the signs of the
thoughtforms are being destroyed, Truths
approaching beginnings and ends even
which have been veiled by the forces of
when they are physical and huge like global
retrogression for centuries are beginning to
warming. I have mentioned a few of the
emerge in the consciousness of millions.
harbingers of the coming cycle we call the
Satya Yuga, the “new life, the age of great
The fact of the One Humanity and the
discoveries, the Era of Happiness….”
intrinsic essential divinity of every individual
Supermundane
l #111
is
rapidly
gaining
realization
and
understanding in the mass mind. Likewise,
Humanity as we all know is blessed with
the fact of the wholeness of the planet, of
free will. We are creators, or co-measurers.
humanity’s unavoidable interrelated life with
Because of this unavoidable fact of Life,
the animal, vegetable and mineral
there are, in the short term at any rate, no
kingdoms is beginning to be recognized.
guarantees. Humanity must choose its own
These are indicators of the emergence of a
way forward.
possible new Era.
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which one must be if one is going to
practice the science of synthesis,
humanity’s ages long romance with comfort
and sloth.

Mr. Duke’s neighbor also happens to
have some stuff that Mr. Duke covets.
Mr. Duke assumes that his neighbor,
whom he hates, hates him too.

Global warming is a massive indicator of
change.
That
recognition
and
understanding
of
this
approaching
behemoth is still being doubted by the self
conscious power centers of humanity is
among the best evidence of the psychotic
nature of self consciousness. However
there are a couple of other huge harbingers
of change that are also not being seen by
the self conscious rulers as well as a large
percentage of the 6.5 billion inhabitants of
the planet.

Mr. Duke’s neighbor is much smaller
and very much poorer than Mr. Duke.
However, Mr. Duke is certain, despite
the neighbor’s numerous denials, that
his neighbor is a threat to his life.
Although he has never seen it, Mr. Duke
imagines that his neighbor has a gun
which he intends to use to kill Mr. Duke.
Mr. Duke says his neighbor will come in
the night and kill us. To prevent this Mr.
Duke gets his own, much bigger gun,
runs across the street and kills his
neighbor and a bunch of his kids and
relatives too. Mr. Duke takes over his
neighbor’s house and gets whatever it
was that he coveted.

The first one, every bit as massive and
dangerous to human life on the planet as
global warming, is so obvious that it is
astounding that it has not been seen by the
whole world for what it is. I am thinking
about
the
unjust,
preemptive,
unconstitutional, lie launched war that the
self conscious leaders of the United States
with the sloth and greed driven complicity
of many legislators and individuals, are
waging in Iraq and threatening to spread to
the entire world. This action is a macro
example of the levels to which the
psychosis of self consciousness has grown.

It is obvious, or should be, that if such
an event happened in the respectable,
upscale, low crime town where I happen
to live, or in many of the towns or cities
in which any of you are living, Mr. Duke
would be captured and placed in an
institution for the insane.
In the micro scenario above, I have given
the benefit of imaginary delusions to Mr.
Duke. It is very possible that in the actual
macro scenario which is the Iraq war, the
rational for preemptive invasion was
consciously and deliberately manufactured
rather than imagined. This only makes the
demonstration of psychotic behavior more
ominous. However, no matter how you cut
it, when one has the capacity to see on a
larger scale than one’s tiny town or
neighborhood, it is clear that what we have
in the Iraq war is psychotic behavior on a
national and worldwide scale.

It is hard, given the tiny scope of the self
absorbed focus of many folks, to see global
issues. Maybe if we made the issue
smaller, it would be more evident. So, if this
war were enacted on a micro scale say
between two neighbors, here is how it
would look:
Mr. Duke is a member of the power elite,
one of the “Have and Have Mores. He
considers himself to be a superior being
with a superior way of life to that of his
neighbor who lives across the street.
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This action on the part of our leaders is a
harbinger of enormous magnitude. It
signals the end of something and the
beginning of something. During the mere 6
or 7 thousand years of history that we know
much about, time and time again, the Big
Lie has threatened to engulf Humanity in its
veils of The Dark Madness. In a brilliant
visionary essay in 1946, Science, Liberty
and Peace, in which he sees, among many
other things, the coming horrors of a
society built on oil and insists that nonviolent action is the only way humanity can
survive, Aldous Huxley sounded the
warning quite clearly, “As Athens and
Sparta died of flag waving and jingoism, so
shall we die of flag waving and jingoism.”

There is, for example, a relatively “colossal”
construction project going forward now in
Dubai. When I first became aware of this
project, I was struck by the timeliness of its
appearance. We are clearly approaching a
New
Age,
and
this
project
http://www.bentbay.dk/dubai_construction.htm

is definitely an indicator of this change.
I have thought a lot about what this project
symbolized. At first I thought of it as a
portent of the future, but as I considered it, I
began to see that it was really a reflection
of the past, the ancient past. At first, I was
impressed with its scope and ambition, but
as I thought about it, rather than a pointer
into humanity’s future, it appeared as a kind
of extrapolation of self consciousness
rendered in architecture, a backwards
pointer toward the Ages out of which
humanity has crawled its way. It is an “If
you got it, flaunt it.” or to use the more
genteel words of Thorstein Veblen an
“ostentatious display of conspicuous
consumption.”

And so, once more we find ourselves on
the brink of Madness. Yet, time and time
again the Forces of Light have been able to
rally the inner truth of humanity’s soul.
Through the focusing of our own free will
toward principled living we have succeeded
in throwing back the forces of the
Darkness. As Master M has pointed out,
“Not magic, but purified will sends into the
world the command, “Let there be Light!”

In thinking about this project, from the point
of view of the science of synthesis,
“Economy is the organization of the
energy, force, and substance of any
organized life into that activity which
will manifest its purpose and plan….” it
becomes clear that the will that is directing
the energy, and force that manifested the
project was not concerned with the
common good of humanity, even remotely.
The energy or economy that is building this
very impressive city is clearly flowing from
the common wealth of humanity through
the pipelines of self consciousness into the
manifestation of a grandiose display of
personal power and wealth. A primary
generator of the enormous stream of
common wealth that is being directed into
this project is quite clearly the Iraq war. The
reapers of the estimated 2 trillion dollars for

Supermundane 1 #30

Throughout ancient and modern times
construction projects, some on truly
colossal levels, have appeared in various
places in the world. Frequently these
marked the turning of an Age. Occasionally
the project served some purpose for the
common good like the construction of the
rail and road networks in the United States
and other countries or the development of
space travel. Most often, however, the
projects were demonstrations celebrating
the supremacy and power of this or that
King or Pharaoh or Emperor, or, in modern
parlance, Tycoon.
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which the United States taxpayers have
gone in debt in pursuing this war are by
and large not the common wealth, not the
6.6 billion human beings who populate this
planet.

The Internet is an enormous contribution to
the Common Wealth. In linking humanity
together around the world, it brings into
manifestation the simple and immediate
access to the essential area of
communication or human relationship that
lies at the core of the law of right human
relations. It, probably, more than any other
single event in the past several centuries, is
helping to reveal the fact of the one
humanity and of humanity’s essential
divinity.

Thinking about this project and the global
warming phenomena. I began to get visions
of ancient Atlantis before the flood. Also,
Shelley’s “Ozymandias”, came to mind:
“My name is Ozymandias, King of Kings
Look on my works , ye Mighty and despair!
Nothing beside remains. Round the decay
Of the colossal Wreck, boundless and bare
The Lone and level sands stretch far
away.”

In closing this I want to mention one of
many of the smaller building projects
around the world, like Disney Hall in Los
Angeles, that do point to humanity’s future,
do serve the common good and that are
products of the new consciousness. There
is William McDonough’s Tangye New Town
Concept Master Plan.

The Internet
There are, of course, numerous new
construction projects on the planet that are
pointers into the New Age and that are
greatly beneficial to the common good, and
are actual demonstrations of the Law of
Economy. Not the least of these is the
Internet. This is a construction project, still
under way after 20 or so years, that dwarfs,
by several magnitudes, any previous
construction project that we know anything
about in history. This project, which is the
result of a group conscious direction of
energy and force into the substance which
we call the Internet, has become as
omnipresent as the group conscious minds
which collaborated to envision and build it.

http://www.mcdonoughpartners.com

This is a project to build an entire city that
will house 180,000 people. The project
embraces McDonough’s group conscious
concept of Cradle to Cradle building rather
than the old age, self conscious vision of
Cradle to Grave, or the Gillette Blue Blade,
use it once and throw it away,
methodology. It is an example of what the
group conscious builders build for humanity
as we move into the New Age.
They will ask you how it is possible to reconcile
the threatening signs of the destruction of the
planet with the possibility of a harmonious and
auspicious future. The fact is that humanity has
a free choice, either to enter the new life, the age
of great discoveries, the Era of Happiness, or,
by the power of free will to choose catastrophe.
Supermundane l #111

Internet Ownership
The project is an early example of how
economy directed by a group conscious
humanity will manifest. It is the embodiment
of cooperation and right sharing. Although
under serious attack by the forces of
retrogression, the Internet, it is very
important to realize, is owned by nobody:
no King, no Sheik, no Tycoon. It belongs to
nobody
and
therefore
belongs
to
everybody, to the One Humanity.

Tom Carney
April 2008
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